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From the Project Brief
Community Spaces
Community spaces cover a wide range of facilities, forming part of the ‘hard’ social
infrastructure that supports community wellbeing in the city. Services and activities
developed and delivered from these assets help bring people together, and
improve and strengthen neighbourhoods, community resilience and community
safety. A city’s community spaces, buildings, and amenities provide a platform to
deliver activities and services contributing to community wellbeing. People use a
wide range of facilities and spaces – including schools, churches, universities and
cafés – to meet, play and learn. These spaces are an anchor for the local
community and contribute to individuals’ wellbeing and sense of community.
The Kaka Project
Last year, the Kaka Project, a community-led visioning project in collaboration with
the Wellington City Council (WCC), sought input and ideas from the wider
Brooklyn community about how to best manage and organise its community
facilities and resources. The project relates to Brooklyn and the adjoining hilltop
areas of Kowhai Park, Panorama Heights, Vogeltown, Mornington and Kingston.
Two rounds of community consultation have gathered a rich vein of local ideas
and opinion. The first round openly sought to understand what was great about
the community and what its needs and priorities were. The second round sought
comment on four questions: the concepts of a Brooklyn Hub and Vogelmorn
Precinct, sustaining our environment, and community engagement. This
culminated in a submission to the WCC’s Long Term Plan on 7th May 2015
(appendix 1). The WCC are now working on the projects identified in this
submission.
Brooklyn School and Ministry of Education
A specific driver identified at the outset was Brooklyn School’s need for a school
hall/gym. The school received a $630,000 Special Property Grant from the MoE to
invest in this. The school is interested in creating a facility that meets both school
and community needs, and has support from the MoE and the wider Brooklyn
community for this approach. It’s looking to partner in a community asset – a
multipurpose functional space that will benefit the wider Brooklyn community.
The WCC and MoE have identified an opportunity to work together, given WCC's
interest in providing community services through partnerships, the amount of
WCC land adjacent to Brooklyn School, and the amount of funding WCC gives to
Brooklyn’s community groups and services.

From the Project Brief
This section outlines what is required in the solution.
Community needs:
- Accessibility – meaning physical access as well as sufficient parking, close

proximity to public transport, pedestrian crossings, walkways and signage.
- Must comply with New Zealand Standard NZS 4121.
- Multipurpose – a space that enables additional services and activities to be

offered, as well as complement the current activities, facilities and spaces.
- Ease of use by wider community – ease of access for community bookings

including afterhours use (e.g. if built on the school property ensuring public
access during/after school hours).

- Washroom facilities.
- Green spaces/open spaces (and how those spaces connect with the built

facilities).
- Fits within the current ‘Village’ landscape and takes into account Brooklyn

businesses.
Brooklyn School’s needs:
- Assemblies, sports and events (e.g. plays and exhibitions).
- Breakout room for drama and other activities.
- On school land or directly adjacent to the school.
- Meets MoE design requirements/receives MoE approval.
- Facility to be a minimum of 500m2.
- Capacity for 1000 people. Court size of 15.5m2 x 30.5m2.
- Kitchen, sprung floor, storage, toilets and sound system.
- Accessibility – meaning physical access as well as sufficient parking, pedestrian

crossings, walkways and signage.
- Green spaces/open spaces (and how those spaces connect with the built

facilities).

1. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

3. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

From the Project Brief
Provide design options for a long term solution for Brooklyn’s community
facilities that:
- Considers how to best integrate, manage and organise services (see appendix
2 for list of Brooklyn community services) on a single site or through linking

multiple sites.
- Meets community needs (see appendix 3: relevant statistics, and appendix 4:

phase 1 Kaka Project engagement info).
- Ensures best use of WCC land and funding.
- Optimises the opportunity to work in partnership with the MOE and School.

2.1 OBJECTIVES AND PURPOSE

2.2 DELIVERABLES
Research and analysis of key information has been taken into account during the
prodution of this report including:
-Information provided by the Brooklyn Hub Steering Group.
-2014 Kaka Project Long Term Plan submission to WCC.
-Information provided by the Brooklyn Community Services and stakeholders.
-Consultation from previous Kaka Project public engagement.
-Relevant statistics: Profile report of suburb area.

A presentation to the Brooklyn Hub Steering Group on the final options will be
undertaken at an appropriate time.

The options have been clearly identified including ones that explore opportunities
for sharing of services (e.g.library services) and facilities (e.g. Brooklyn
Community Association building).

The following has been represented in this report to the level required by a
Masterplan and as required by the brief:
-Visual representations of options showing all buildings, structures, services,
surfaces, roads, paths and hard and soft landscaped areas with consideration to:
-Elevation views and vistas.
-Sunlight and shadows.
-Climate.
-Noise.
-Access considerations.
-Archaeology.
-How to best integrate, manage and organise services (on single site or
though linking of sites).
-Review Annual Plan submission to WCC.

During the initial stages of consultation for this project the scope for this
Masterplan report has been shifted slightly with 2 sites identified for further
development (not unlimited as per the brief) and limited stakeholder contact. At
this stage this did not include discussions with Wellington City Council Planners
and Traffic Engineers or discussions around governance of the Hub. In saying this
the information supplied was extensive with significant feedback from previous
investigations so, with the Consultant team's experience with this type of work,
there was enough to complete this report for the required purpose.
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From the Project Brief
Location 1 Option 1A
Brooklyn School grounds, extending
from Harrison St entrance across the
adventure playground and basketball
court to the retaining wall.
Land area:approx 1,235 sqm
Positives
- Quick, safe access for students.
- Meets MoE and WCC requirements.
- Operated by the school.
- Potential to have access from

Harrison St and Washington Ave.
- Close to bus stop.
- Community/WCC/Brooklyn School

to work as partners.
- Potential to bring other community

services, such as the library, into
the building

- Potential to add another facility to
current cluster of community
services

Negatives
- Potential loss of outdoor play

area,basketball court, adventure
playground

- Construction impact/increased
traffic in Harrison St

- Potential for on-site parking limited

Location 1 Option 1B
Linking of current community facilities
with additional build of school
hall/gym on Brooklyn School site
This option was removed from
consideration due to the possible
perception of this option being a
school hall. Has since been added
back due to construction costs.
Positives
- Saves costs associated with design

and construction of a new
community facility.

- Meets MoE and WCC requirements.
- Operated By School.
- Potential for Community/WCC/

Brooklyn School to work as
partners.

- Quick, safe access for students
- Potential to have access from

Harrison St and Washington Ave.
- Close to bus stop.
Negatives
- No benefits accrued from reduced

number of community services
sites.

- Potential loss of outdoor play area,
open space at school.

- Construction impact/increased
traffic.

- Potential for on-site parking limited.

Appendix 1: LTP Submission
http://media.wix.com/ugd/abeafd_b10c4
e1940eb455c9959b19d312188ed.pdf

Appendix 2: Community Services
Alzheimers
Before and after School Care (60
children)
Brooklyn Brownies
Business meetings
Community Group meetings; Friends of
Owhiro Stream, Gardening Club
Community lunches for the elderly
(Resource Centre)
Crafts
Dance
Family events/birthdays
Faith groups
Filming/photography location
Library (currently in own building)
Meals on Wheels (currently in
Resource Centre)
Monthly Market
Music for preschool children
Personal services (Chiropodist in
Resource Centre)
Pilates
Plunket
Pre-school groups including PORSE
Rembuden Karate
School events
School Holiday Program (60 children)
St John
Table Tennis
Also see Brooklyn Tattler editions on
the Brooklyn Community Centre website
for community groups and classes at
the Community Centre, Resource
Centre and Vogelmorn Hall.
http://brooklyncommunitycentre.org.nz/

Appendix 3: Relevant Statistics
Wellington City Profile Brooklyn.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7MaT_
hkqGeqbFBZTE1Zbk8tUzQ/view?
usp=sharing
Wellington City Profile Kingston,
Mornington, Vogeltown.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7MaT_
hkqGeqVG02YTBJUjBjaU0/view?
usp=sharing

Appendix 4: Raw Data Spreadsheet
Round One Consultation
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d
/1IBGrtl-jjA0MLFAs9-
DFMOD1q_OmUU4wkcrodZGZ1G8/ed
it?usp=sharing

Appendix 5: KEY STAKEHOLDERS
(cont)
Brooklyn Playcentre
The Playcentre is located within the
current hub of community services.
The Playcentre is a historic building, and
has recently carried out
fundraising/building alterations/repairs.
Potential impact:
Changes to this area/construction
nearby would affect the Playcentre,
potentially causing disruption to its
users.

Scouts
The Scouts Hall is located within the
current hub of community services.
The building is owned by the Scouts,
and has recently carried out
fundraising/building alterations/repairs.
Potential impact:
Changes to this area would affect the
Scouts, potentially causing disruption to
its users.

Brooklyn Food Group
The Brooklyn Food Group runs the
Brooklyn Community Orchard, located in
the current hub of community services.
Potential impact:
Changes to this area could mean that the
orchard would no longer be located
where it currently is and would need to
be moved to another part of the site.

Harrison Street Council Flat Tenants
The WCC property at the end of
Harrison Street is currently tenanted.
Potential impact:
Any changes to either the open space in
front of the WCC flats or any of the
other current community services in the
hub/along Harrison Street would impact
residents.
If there is a decision to use the land
where the flats are located, this would
impact hugely upon the current
residents, as they would need to be
relocated.

Brooklyn Library
The Brooklyn Library is located at the
end of Harrison St and part of the
current community services hub.
Potential impact:
While MoE considers the library site too
far a distance for students, the library
services are potentially part of the wider
linking and/or moving of current
services.

4. LOCATIONS

Location 2
Brooklyn Community Centre site
Land area:approx 3,237 sqm
Positives
- Close to school.
- Meets MoE and WCC requirements.
- Mostly flat site.
Negatives
- Students cross road to hall/gym.
- Potential loss of playground and

community garden, Scouts Hall (owned
by Scouts, on WCC leased land).

- Potential loss of current Community
Centre building (value loss $400,000+).

- Loss of existing, well-connected cluster
of services and spaces with well-

connected green space.
- Impacts on the Playcentre which is a

historic building.
- Potential loss of well maintained,

community-owned buildings.
- Loss of these buildings would transfer

costs currently managed by community
on to the ratepayer.

- Noise impact on homes.
- Loss of nearly 70 years of community

development.
- Loss of faith of grant contributors,

e.g.Lions, Infinity, Karori and Brooklyn
Community Trusts.

5. APPENDIX INFORMATION
Appendix 4: Raw Data Spreadsheet
Round Two Consultation
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets
/d/1IBGrtl-jjA0MLFAs9-
DFMOD1q_OmUU4wkcrodZGZ1G8/e
dit?usp=sharing

Appendix 5: KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Brooklyn Community
The Community are the main
stakeholders, and any outcome of the
project needs to meet their needs.
Potential impact:
Changes to services they are familiar
with, or changes to the way or where
the services are delivered.

Brooklyn Community Centre
This Centre is owned and operated by
the Brooklyn Community Association
on behalf of the wider Brooklyn
community on land leased from the
WCC.
Potential impact:
If the current land the Brooklyn
Community Centre site is
changed/built upon, services could be
disrupted.
Loss of community development
contributors such as Lions, Infinity,
Karori and Brooklyn Community
Trusts.

Brooklyn Resource Centre
This centre is owned and operated by
a Trust. Its primary users are elderly
people and community groups who
prefer to be in a quiet, less busy
centre.
Potential impact:
Could face a change in user
demographic or numbers if there are
changes to other Brooklyn services.

Brooklyn School
The school of approximately 440
children needs a multipurpose hall/gym
where all the school can meet and for
sports and dance.
Potential impact:
Any building would need to be in very
close proximity to the school.

Appendix 5: KEY STAKEHOLDERS
(cont)
Ministry of Education
Brooklyn School property is owned by
the MoE. The MoE are interested in
partnering with the WCC to develop a
multi-purpose hall/gym.
Potential impact:
Their collaboration and approval at
key points is critical to the project’s
success where its funding for the
School is concerned.

Wellington City Council
Owner of potential sites and
responsible for ensuring best use of
resources to meet community needs.
Potential impact:
Financial impact for the city’s
ratepayers.
Should the agreed options include
integration of library services and/or
current city housing sites,
consideration will need to be given to
the impact of this on service delivery
and tenants.

Brooklyn Businesses
There are a number of businesses
that have a vested interest in
Brooklyn, including the accessibility to
services and how it may affect the
foot traffic through the village.
Potential impact:
A single site building may dominate
the low profile buildings in the village.
Additional retail/eatery spaces could
impact upon current businesses in
the village.

Sporting Groups
Brooklyn Northern United, Vogelmorn
Tennis Club and school based sports
groups have an interest and
knowledge about sporting needs in
our community. Having an all-weather
training solution is an advantage
particularly in Winter months.

Community Garden Back of Scout Hall
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Location 1
Brooklyn Primary School Site

Location 2
Brooklyn Community Centre Site

Other Community Buildings and
Spaces of Stakeholders
(in close proximity to proposed locations)

1. Heritage Building currently
used as a Playcentre.

2. Scouts Hall.
3. Community Garden.
4. Library.
5. Brooklyn Resource Centre.
6. Penthouse Cinema.
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SCALE @ A3 - 1 : 1000

Area Plan For Brooklyn Hub

During the consultation process the possible locations for the
Hub were limited to the 3. This included the WCC Harrison Street
Flats subsequently also excluded. The 2 remaining are
illustrated on the map below.

Other buildings and spaces have been highlighted to
demonstrate proximity to the proposed locations. There are also
others such as the Vogelmorn Hall that are not shown but could
be impacted by this development.
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Buildings and spaces
1. Heritage Building
currently used as a
Playcentre.
2. Scouts Hall.
3. Community Centre.
4. Library.
5. Fire Station.
6. Penthouse Cinema.
7. Church.
8. WCC Flats
9. Community Garden
10. Hub Location 1
11. Brooklyn Resource
Centre at 36 Jefferson
Street

Access Paths

Entry Points
Bus Stop
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SCALE @ A3 - 1 : 1000

Existing Situation

SCALE @ A3 - 1 : 2000

Option 1 for Circulation of Traffic
SCALE @ A3 - 1 : 2000

Option 2 for Circulation of Traffic

Existing Connections
With no stakeholder contact it is difficult to get the actual dynamic of interaction
between the different organisations listed in Appendix 5. The current situation seems
similar to alot of small communities with a series of separate buildings with singular
function and no shared management and little communication between.
The existing Community Centre is well used and access and parking for the current
activities appear to be adequate. The access to and connections between the
different Community facilities is imperceptible.

Traffic
One of the main challenges for the proposed Harrison
Street location will be the impact of the possible traffic
access to use the facility. The existing street is narrow with
parking each side and barely enough room left for cars to
pass each other. With the potential increased traffic flow,
including for drop off, there could be serious blockages due
to no flow through and out of Harrison Street. See above 2
options to possibly address this. They are not without
issues and other options may be possible. This needs to be
discussed with the WCC Planners and Traffic Engineers.

SCALE @ A3 - 1 : 2000

Connections for Brooklyn Hub

Proposed Connections
The main purpose of the Hub is to create connections for the Community. The
diagram below shows that both of the proposed locations have possible access
points from all directions.
The potential size of the Hub means a significant increase in the numbers of
people accessing the site. Improvements to these access points will be critical
for the success of this . Improved access from McKinley Cres, clearer direction
between any included location and a robust management system will be key
to achieving this.

Current Entry to Community Centre from Harrison Street
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PLANNING ZONES

EXISTING COMMUNITY CENTRE SITE

BROOKLYN PRIMARY SCHOOL SITE

The following information is taken from the Wellington City Council District Plan. A
significant part of the following stages of this project will require a high level of
planning and significant consultation with the community. This is just a sample of
some of the rules that will come into play. Further high level planning comment is
on the individual location plan pages. Meeting with the Wellington City Council
Planners or Traffic Engineers was not included at this stage.
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This layout was initially presented to the WCC at the begining of February 2016
to give an indication of what the likely makeup of a Hub on these potential sites
could be.

It is used as a generic layout for the Hub with the potential rooms that would be
required. Each site has a different aspect and site condition and so the shape of
the layout would be different but the content would essentally be the same.

This layout was designed for Location 1 before the full survey was available. The
level difference was more significant and so the ground level was split into 2
levels.

KEY COMPONENTS
-Court areas are double height space and have a sprung floor. It is a full size
netball court with the required runoff.
-There is a sizable entry lobby.
-Appropriate WCs for the expected occupancy.
-Decent kitchen for catering purposes + servery off the court space.
-Meeting rooms and an office/reception space.
-Storage.
-Appropriate external spaces including access from Harrison Street and small
amount of outdoor sitting areas.
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Site Area:  1,235m2 approx
Level 3 (at astroturf level):
FL:144.60
Both Options-Court 842m2
Option 1A-Ancillary  82m2
Option 1B-Ancillary  50m2
Level 2:
FL:141.10
Option 1A-Ancillary  220m2
Option 1B-Ancillary  100m2
Level 1:
FL:137.60
Option 1A-Ancillary  220m2
Option 1B-Ancillary  30m2
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SCALE @ A3 - 1 : 500

BH - Brooklyn Primary School Site

Elevation views and vistas:
The views and vistas would be to the west and
at the higher levels would be over Brooklyn
shops and houses towards the War Memorial.
To the north would be limited with ground, trees
and houses rising along this boundary as would
the East. The south side of the hall space
would connect to the existing astroturf court
allowing expansion of this space.
Sunlight and shadows:
Limited by the topography but evening sun
would enter the west end of the building.
Climate:
The wind zone is for specific design
requirements so at times this would be need to
be dealt with. The intention would be that this is
a internal use building with sound restrictions to
neighbours limiting external openings.
Noise:
As above this would be an issue in this
residential neighbourhood and would become
a large part of the mitigation required for the
impact of the Hub being built here
Access considerations:
Car access and parking will also be a
significant issue for the Hub in this location.
With the limited scope of this report no
discussions have been held with the WCC
Planners/Traffic engineers but will need to as a
first part of the next development phase.
Pedestrians access is unlimited coming up
from the Brooklyn shops via Harrison Street,
through the existing Community Centre from
McKinley Crescent and through the school from
Washington Ave.
The buses stop reasonably close to this
location.
All other access requirements would be
covered as part of planning requirements.
Archaeology:
There has been no specific investigation done
and there is no indication in any of the supplied
documents of an archaeology situation.

Entrance off Harrison
Street via ramps and stairs
then up the 3 levels of the
Hub via stairs and Lift.
There would be a second
entry at Level 3 that would
direct access to the hall
space.

LOCATION 1 OPTION 1A DETAILS
Level 3: See generic plan first floor level for layout

example.
Level 2: See generic ground floor level for layout 

which in this case would be split between
Level 1 and Level 2.

Level 1: See generic ground floor level for layout 
which in this case would be split between
Level 1 and Level 2.

View from Harrison Street to Location 1

How to best integrate, manage and organise
services (on single site or though linking of sites):
This was raised in the first meeting but due to the
limited scope of this report this discussion was not
completed. An essential part of these buildings is
how they are managed and by who. This will need to
be dealt with early on in the next phase of
development.
-Review Annual Plan submission to Council
Community needs:
Accessibility – meaning physical access as well as
sufficient parking, close proximity to public transport,
pedestrian crossings, walkways and signage.
Accessibility to the building will be via Harrison Street
and will be via ramps and stairs to Level 1.
- Must comply with New Zealand Standard NZS 4121.
- Multipurpose – a space that enables additional
services and activities to be offered, as well as
complement the current activities, facilities and
spaces.
- Ease of use by wider community – ease of access
for community bookings including afterhours use (e.g.
if built on the school property ensuring public access
during/after school hours).
- Washroom facilities.
- Green spaces/open spaces (and how those spaces
connect with the built facilities).
- Fits within the current ‘Village’ landscape and takes
into account Brooklyn businesses.
Brooklyn School’s needs:
- Assemblies, sports and events (e.g. plays and
exhibitions).
- Breakout room for drama and other activities.
- On school land or directly adjacent to the school.
- Meets MoE design requirements/receives MoE
approval.
- Facility to be a minimum of 500m2.
- Capacity for 1000 people. Court size of 15.5m2 x
30.5m2.
- Kitchen, sprung floor, storage, toilets and sound
system.
- Accessibility – meaning physical access as well as
sufficient parking, pedestrian crossings, walkways
and signage.
- Green spaces/open spaces (and how those spaces
connect with the built facilities).

LOCATION 1 OPTION 1B DETAILS
Level 3: See generic plan first floor level for layout 

example. In this case the ancillary space would 
be reduced down to a minimum with the
requirements for access and a servery function 
being provided.

Level 2: Would have locker rooms including bathrooms 
and access between levels.

Level 1: Main entry, possibly a meeting room or office 
and access between levels.
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PLANNING COMMENT FROM HARRISON GREIRSON
Refer to Planning - General for more information
-Designated for Education Purposes and underlying Zone of Outer Residential
- Brooklyn School is identified as designation reference E3 in the Wellington City
District Plan with the requiring authority being the MoE.
- The designation is subject to a condition requiring all buildings to comply with a
sunlight access control of 2.5 metres and 45 degrees on adjoining boundaries,
excluding street frontages.  If the proposed Hub or new classrooms are designed to
comply with the sunlight access control, an Outline Plan under the designation is
feasible.
- Any application for an Outline Plan will need to demonstrate the location and scale of
the project work; the likely finished contour of the site; vehicular
access/circulation/parking; any landscaping proposed; and any other measures to
avoid and manage adverse effects.
- If the proposed Hub is to be used for school purposes only it will not directly
contribute to increasing the role of the school nor will it change the existing vehicle
access and parking arrangements; however, we suggest a supportive traffic report will
be required for the proposal.
- Given the location of the school and proposed Hub near residential boundaries, any
new building should comply with residential yard setbacks.
- Consideration needs to be given to the level of noise being received at adjoining
boundaries as part of the Outline Plan application; therefore, input from an acoustic
engineer will be required.  Appropriate measures will need to be taken to control and
manage noise effects created by the use of the new buildings on adjoining properties.
- It is important to note that the designation and ability to use the Outline Plan process
applies to school education activities only.  If the proposed Hub was also to serve as a
Community Hub then the proposed activity would fall outside of the purpose of the
designation and the provisions of the District Plan and rules of the underlying Outer
Residential Zone would apply.  The Community Hub would trigger Unrestricted
Discretionary Activity resource consent and a high degree of scrutiny would be applied
to the application process.  Significant issues that would need to be considered would
include the range of activities in the Hub; vehicle access and parking; noise and hours
of operation.  Any such application would be contentious in a residential area and carry
a potential risk of public notification.
- The site is not identified in the Selected Land Use Register (SLUR) of the Greater
Wellington Regional Council and there does not appear to be any significant soil
contamination known on site.

GEOTECHNICAL DESKTOP INVESTIGATION
Refer to attached report from Engeo.
-This site consists of approximately six terraces extending from Washington Avenue
(uphill) to Harrison Street (downhill). The upper terrace abuts Washington Avenue and
contains the majority of the school buildings. The second terrace, downhill of the upper
terrace, contains the rest of the school buildings. The other four terraces consist of
three sports courts and an adventure playground.
-We have observed the type and approximate height of the majority of the retaining
walls on this site and have presented these on Figure 2.
-The upper terrace is retained along its western (downhill) boundary by a series of
mass concrete and concrete crib walls up to a height of approximately 2.6 m. We
observed an outcrop of bedrock adjacent to one of the crib walls extending back into
the slope.
-An approximately 4 m high timber pole wall is located along the southern boundary of
the second terrace. A waler has been installed with tiebacks along the majority of the
wall. The asphalt behind the top of the wall is undulating with cracks. Based on this we
consider the fill behind the wall has settled. We did not observe any apparent signs of
damage, due to settlement, to the classroom located behind the wall.
-The classroom along the western edge of the second terrace is suspended over a
bedrock cut on timber poles.
-Bedrock was observed along the western boundary of the site, adjacent to Harrison
Street.
-The retaining walls on site varied in type, height and age, however, the majority of the
walls appeared to be in relatively good condition.

SITE SERVICES COMMENT FROM HARRISON GREIRSON
Refer to Planning - General for more information
Location 1 (Site B from HG report) is located on the existing adventure
playground and basketball court at the north-west corner of Brooklyn
School. The playground (lower level) and basketball court (upper level)
have flat areas of approximately 400m2 and 600m2 respectively with
an additional 200m2 at the back of the site. The site contains
significant grade separations with a number of retaining walls of
varying height and type. From a road level of 136mOD, ground level
rises to 138mOD for the playground, 143mOD for the basketball court
and up to 149mOD at the back of the site. It may be possible to site
the new building on the lower level but this would require some
excavation and construction of a new retaining wall approximately 4m
high.
Wastewater from the site could discharge to the sanitary sewer on
Harrison Street. There appears to be an existing wastewater manhole
just inside the Harrison Street entrance.
There is no formal stormwater drainage on the site. Rainfall on the
playground likely infiltrates through to the subsoil. The timber post and
rail retaining wall allows water pass through and prevents a build-up of
static water on the retained side. Stormwater from the basketball court
runs off down onto the playground. There are a number of stormwater
outlets discharging to the kerb and channel on Harrison Street in front
of the site. Development of the site would require construction
upgrading of the stormwater network as kerb discharge is unlikely to be
accepted by Council. A new stormwater drain (approximately 50m)
would need to be constructed, connecting into the existing manhole at
the junction of Harrison Street and Cleveland Street.
Water supply could be provided by extending the existing watermain
within the school or connecting to the watermain on Harrison Street.
WCC GIS records show an existing connection adjacent to the
substation however this has not been confirmed on site. It is assumed
at this stage that the existing watermain serving the school can cater
for the additional demand of the new building. It is also likely that the
proposed building will require a sprinkler system for fire protection.
This will require an additional connection to the public watermain.
The existing school switchboard does not have the capacity to provide
additional power supply to any new buildings and therefore a new
connection from Harrison Street would best serve development on this
site.
Telecommunications supply could be provided by extending the
existing line serving the school or providing a new connection from
Harrison Street. If it is proposed to have the school and new building
on the same network, the connection will need to come from the school
switchboard.
Gas records provided by Powerco show an existing DN50 inactive
connection to the south of the school entrance on Harrison Street.
This connection could serve the new development if appropriate.
Otherwise a new connection could be made to the gas main on
Harrison Street, or extension of the existing main serving the school.
Pedestrian access could be provided via the existing entrance on
Harrison Street. Access could also be provided from Washington
Avenue through the school grounds. Given the existing levels on site,
there would likely be some difficulties associated with ensuring
pedestrian routes comply with relevant codes for access and mobility.
It is unlikely that any off-street parking would be provided. On-street
parking would be available. Parking may also be available within
Brooklyn Community Centre grounds. This would involve a walk of up
to 80m.
Construction access may provide some difficulties due to ground
levels. Cranage would also be hampered by the presence of overhead
cables.

From school above existing astroturf court

Down Harrison Street to the Existing Library Up Harrison Street  across the entry
to the existing Community Centre to
the WCC Flats

LOCATION 1 OPTION DETAILS Cont
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Site Area:  3,237m2 approx
Ground Floor:
FL:135.00
-Court 842m2
-Ancillary 228m2
Mezzanine:
FL:138.00
-Ancillary 228m2

Scout Hall

Playcentre
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PLANNING COMMENT FROM HARRISON GRIERSON
Refer to Planning - General for more information.
-Zoned as Open Space A and contains Heritage Building ref 402.
-The Community Centre site on Harrison Street is zoned as Open Space A under the
Wellington City District Plan and contains a listed heritage building, being the former
Brooklyn Library (1905) which is now used as the Brooklyn Playcentre.
-A Community Hub on the site would be considered as a recreational activity and is
provided for as a permitted activity in the District Plan.  Buildings and car parking for
recreational activities are also permitted subject to bulk and location standards.
-The Playcentre activity is not located on its own separate legal title and forms part of the
overall site that contains the existing Community Centre.  Any change of use or new
building on the overall site will therefore be subject to the heritage provisions of the District
Plan simply because of the heritage listing of the Playcentre building.  Any new building or
addition to an existing building regardless of its use will trigger Restricted Discretionary
Activity resource consent.  Although changes to the Playcentre itself are not proposed, the
Community Hub proposal will require input from a heritage specialist and consultation with
the heritage team at WCC and with Heritage NZ.
-The use of the Community Hub as a Hall for Brooklyn School will influence the activity
status of the proposal. Education facilities such as school halls are not provided for in the
Open Space A zone and will trigger Unrestricted Discretionary Activity resource consent
and a high degree of scrutiny would be applied to the application process. Significant
issues that would need to be considered include the scale and range of activities; the bulk
and location of buildings; vehicle access and parking; management of noise; hours of
operation and heritage effects. Any such application would be contentious in a residential
area and carry a potential risk of public notification.
-The site is not identified in the Selected Land Use Register (SLUR) of the Greater
Wellington Regional Council and there does not appear to be any significant soil
contamination known on site.

GEOTECHNICAL DESKTOP INVESTIGATION
Refer to attached report from Engeo.
-The site consists of two terraces, with the Brooklyn Playcentre and Brooklyn Scout group
buildings located on the upper terrace adjacent to Harrison Street. The Community Centre is
located on the lower terrace that includes car parking and a playground.
-The ground slopes downhill at approximately 35°-40° to the south of the lower terrace. The
Community Centre appears to be suspended on timber poles in this area.
-We observed an outcrop of bedrock in the slope below the Playcentre overlain by
approximately 1.5 m of colluvium.

SCALE @ A3 - 1 : 500

BH - Community Centre Site

SITE SERVICES COMMENT FROM HARRISON GRIERSON
Refer to attached report from Harrison Grierson for more information.
Location 2 (Site C from HG report) is located on the existing Brooklyn Community Centre
grounds. Development of this site may involve demolition of the existing community centre
building to enable construction of a new purpose built structure on the site, however it
may also be possible to situate the new facility in the space currently used as a children’s
playground. The site has a land area of 3,200m2. The site is relatively flat with a steeper
slope in the south-west corner and ramped entrance from Harrison Street.
Wastewater from the site could discharge via the existing sanitary sewer on site which
subsequently runs through the back of the properties to the north.
Stormwater runoff could discharge to the existing pipe network along the southern
boundary.
Water supply could be provided via the existing connection from Harrison Street. It is
assumed at this stage that the existing watermain serving the community centre can cater
for the additional demand of the new building. It is also likely that the proposed building
will require a sprinkler system for fire protection. This will require an additional connection
to the public watermain.
Power supply could be provided via the existing connection from Harrison Street.
It is expected that there is an existing telecommunications connection to the network on
Harrison Street. This connection could be used for future development on site or
upgraded if necessary.
Gas could be provided via the existing connection from Harrison Street.
Pedestrian access could be provided from the existing access on Harrison Street. The
site could also provide off-street car parking in addition to on-street spaces. It may also
be possible to provide a second linked access at the south east corner of the site which
would make traffic movements easier.
There are no significant obstacles anticipated with respect to construction access.

LOCATION 2 OPTION DETAILS
Mezzanine: See generic ground floor level for
layout which in this case would be split between
Level 1 and Level 2.
Ground Floor: See generic plan for space types.
This would have the court and some of the
ancillary spaces including the entry and offices.

Elevation views and vistas:
The views and vistas would be limited but would
be mainly to the west towards the War Memorial.
To the east would up to the school with the north
and south looking over houses.
Sunlight and shadows:
Open to the sun for most of the day only being
limited by being near the bottom of the valley.
Climate:
The wind zone is for a combination of Very High
and Specific Design requirements so at times this
would be needed to be dealt with. The intention
would be that this is mainly an internal use building
with sound restrictions to neighbours limiting
external openings. There would be limited outdoor
space.
Noise:
As above this would be an issue in this residential
neighbourhood and would become a large part of
the mitigation required for the impact of the Hub
being built here.

Access considerations:
Car access and parking will also be a significant
issue for the Hub in this location. With the limited
scope of this report we have been unable to
discuss this with the WCC Planners/Traffic
engineers but will need to as a first part of the next
development phase.
Pedestrians access is unlimited coming up from
the Brooklyn shops via Harrison Street, through
the from McKinley Crescent and through the
school from Washington Ave.
The buses stop reasonably close to this location.
All other access requirements would be covered
as part of planning requirements.
Archaeology:
There has been no specific investigation done and
there is no indication in any of the supplied
document of and archaeology situation.
How to best integrate, manage and organise
services (on single site or though linking of sites):
This was raised in the first meeting but due to the
limited scope of this report this discussion was
not completed. An essential part of these
buildings is how they are managed and by who.
This will need to be dealt with early on in the next
phase of development.
-Review Annual Plan submission to Council
Community needs:
Refer to Location 1 Option for Details.
Brooklyn School’s needs:
Refer to Location 1 Option for Details.

Access from McKinley Crescent

Exit on north boundary to Harrison Street

From Harrison Street entry

From south east corner of site
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Summary
The critical part of this project is that it is a significant improvement to the current situation. There are facilities in
the Community that accommodate the requirements to a certain extent but fall short in others.

The exact make up of the requirement would require extensive consultation with the stakeholders to ensure their
exact requirements are met. Due to this consultation not being part of the research for this report we can not
define the space requirement specifically. Our experience would suggest that a series of flexible spaces of
varying size and function (ie kitchenette may be included), good storage and a good management system will
accommodate most types of activities.

This makes it sound simple but the key is in the connections between the spaces. Just providing a series of rooms
to accommodate activities is not enough to make this work.

This is where the essence of the Hub come to life. It stimulates the individuals
and groups in the Community, by not only accommodating but by connecting
and providing inspiration.

Fixed Details
Regardless of the location there are elements that effect both locations equally. Refer to the report for details.
These include:
-Traffic load, parking and flow.
-Pedestrian access.
-Fixed size of netball court (842m2).
-Planning rules -these will be significant and may be the largest obstacle for the project.
-Construction costs -refer to Quantity Surveyor reports.

Summary of Options proposed
Location 1 -Option 1A:
-Most expensive option estimated at $5,944,246.00.
-Total Floor Area =1,364m2 ($4,358/m2).
-All community facillities could be in one location allowing shared utilities and better ability to manage the use.
-True Hub essence.
-Decision needs to be made on the retention of existing Community Centre and library.
-May allow the existing Community Centre site to be used for parking.

Location 1 -Option 1B:
-least expensive option estimated at $4,537,258.00.
-Total Floor Area =1,022m2 ($4,439/m2).
-Community facilities would be spread out but this location could act as a central point with the retention of the
existing Community Centre and library as part of the Hub.
-Loss of true Hub essence.
-Saves the existing assets meaning less construction costs for the new building.
-3 sites and connections between would need to be maintained.

Location 2:
-Middle price option estimated at $5,174,776.00.
-Total Floor Area =1,298m2 ($3,986/m2).
-Easier construction on flat site so get more building for budget.
-True Hub essence.
-Loss of existing asset (existing Community Centre).
-Not on school grounds.
-Could be reduced in size after consultation with stakeholders to reduce the cost of construction (applies to 1A
also).

In Conclusion
To create a true Hub it is essential to have the entire facility as one. Obviously compromises need to be made as
situations dictate. It is worth projecting the Hub into the future and thinking about mundane things like maintenance
and access at this point. With this in mind potentially Location 2 is the best option with its flat site, the ability to have
all functions in one location and, in terms of planning, the 'existing use' situation.

SCALE @ A3 - 1 : 1000

Conclusion for Brooklyn Hub


